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ADCA/MCA (IIIYT)

Term-End Exaniination

December,2008

CS-16 : OBIECT ORIENTED SYSTEMS

Time : 3 hours Maximum Marks :75

Note : Question numbers 'L is compulsory. Answer any three

questions from thc rest.

1. A hospital wants to schedule its working, where,

a doctor can see maximum 25 patients in O.P.D

in a day, between the O.P.D timings. Doctor is

also responsible for a ward in the hospital.

Doctors are allocated in the wards as per their

specialization. Three nruses and one attendant is

attached with one doctor during ward-timing and

one nurse and one attendant during the O.P.D

timing. The Timing of O.P.D is 8.30 to 10.30am

and 6.30 to 7.30pm. The working hour of doctors

and staff are 11 hours a day. As per given

specifications answer the following.

(u) Identify classes, attributes and operations.

(b) Prepare a class diagram for the given

specification.
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(") Design class for hospital allocation system
with constructor, destructors, and member
functions. Also, write an appropriate main
( ) function.

Note:- Make assumptions, wherever
necessafy.

(d) What is association ? Differentiate between
1-way and 2-way association with an
example for each.

(e) "Aggregation is a special form of transitioe
association". Do you agree with this
statement, justify your answer.

(0 Differentiate between activity and action
with the help of an example.

Draw an instance diagram for evaluating

the expres sion /r+ %l P/* i- Vr*o)
Parentheses are used for grouping, but are
not needed in the diagram.

(b) How can concurrency be identified in
objects ? List the mechanisms used to
handle concurrency.

(c) Explain the steps involved in implementing
persistence in object oriented system.

(u) What is polymorphism ? Explain the
different types of polymorphism with an
example of each.

(u)



(b)

(c)

What is meant of Scenario ? Create Scenario
for ATM transaction.

How is an abstract class different from a
concrete class ? Explain.

A library of XYZ University has 6 sections of books
(Social Science, Humanities, Life Sciences,
Computer, Management, and Education). Books
are managed according to Author name (First),
Year of publication, Publication Name. The main
operations of library are Issue book, Retum Book,
Calculate fine on late return, reserve book,
Purchase of necessary books as per the request
from different departments and people of
university. Social science, Humanit ies and
education students are annual-based and others
are semester based. So, Re-issue date of semester
based student is 20 davs and annual based is
40 days.

(a) Construct the DFD upto 2 level for this
above defined requirement.
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(b) Design an object diagram for the require 7
given above.

Make assumption wherever
necessary.

How does the Nested state diagram differ
from flat state diagram ? Give an example
of each.

(a)



Explain the following terms, with an

example of each :

(t) Overriding

(ii) Use case

(iii) Encapsulation
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